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ABSTRACT

Background and Objectives: It has been shown that cochlear implant significantly
improves verbal communication in deaf children. The aim of the current study was
to investigate and compare the verbal and non-verbal communication abilities in two
groups of deaf children: without cochlear implant (CI), and children using CI for 1224 months. The results were then compared with typically-developing children as the
control group.
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Methods: 87 children participated in this cross-sectional, descriptive analytical
study, (14 deaf children without CI, 25 children with CI that their hearing ages were
12 to 24 months and 48 normal children aged 12 to 24 months). A reliable verbal and
non-verbal checklist was completed by parents and nonparametric method was used
for data analyzing.
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Conclusion: It can be expected that deaf children who receive CI, will reach the
verbal communication abilities of 12-24-month-old typically children, at least 12 to
24 months post-implantation

Results: The results indicated that non-verbal communication skills were similar in
all groups with no significant difference (P>0.05). However, verbal abilities in deaf
children without CI were significantly impaired compared to the children with CI and
control group (P<0.05). Furthermore, there was no significant difference between the
verbal communication scores of children with CI and normal children (P>0.05).
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Introduction
Speech and language delays which can adversely affect every aspect of children’s lives are the most reported problems in children and often the first concerns
expressed by parents (Wetherby and Prizant, 1996).
Parents usually notice these problems by comparing
their child’s communicative behavior with other children ( Huttunen and Välimaa, 2010). One of the key
Vol.1 No.4 Autumn 2018

criteria in prescribing cochlear implantation for deaf
children is whether they experience any spoken language difficulties or not (Budenz et al., 2013). Several
studies have shown that receptive and expressive oral
language will be improved after the CI surgery (Peterson et al., 2010); however, the early intervention is one
of the most important determinant factors of CI in language learning (Robins et al., 1997). The authors sugFunction and Disability Journal
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gested that children between 2 and 5 years of age were
able to learn oral language better than children above
5 years old (Fryauf-Bertschy et al., 1997; Wang et al.,
2007). Holt and Svirsky concluded that the rate of language development in children who were implanted
after 2 years old was slower than those who were implanted under that age ( Holt and Svirsky, 2008).
The assessment tools are essential for measuring
speech and language outcomes after the cochlear implantation. Valid and reliable tools are required for
precise measurement. Parents are usually the most
knowledgeable individuals about their child’s communication skills, and their report is often more reliable
than the professional’s observations. One of the tools
that can provide valuable information about the child’s
language abilities is the parent questionnaire. The parent reporting is specifically helpful for acquiring data
on early language development, especially between the
ages 12-30 months, and it can provide such valuable
information which cannot be accessed otherwise (Dale
, 1991). There are some studies based on the exploring of CI outcomes. The views of parents on CI and
the parents’ expectation from children using CI, was
based on the parent questionnaire (Kumar et al., 2013;
Kumar et al., 2017; Archbold et al., 2008). In these
studies, parents completed the questionnaire and their
responses were analyzed. They had reported improvement in the communication and spoken language within the family. Nikopoulos et al. analyzed the views of
parents on CI. They asked parents to complete a questionnaire including 3 domains (communication, listening and development of speech and language). The results showed parents satisfaction of the outcome of CI
(Nikolopoulos et al., 2001).
May – Mederake studied verbal language based on a
parent questionnaire and indicated that children who
had passed their implantation for 24 months showed
no significant difference compared to the normal
24-month-old children in oral language ( May – Mederake, 2012).
The purpose of the present study was to examine the
verbal and non-verbal communication abilities in two
groups of deaf children: children without CI and chilVol.1 No.4 Autumn 2018

dren who had up to 24 months of implant experience.
Since most of the Iranian deaf children are not implanted under 2 years of age, we want to answer this
question that: how much is the least improved verbal
abilities of deaf children who use a cochlear implant
for at least 24 months.

Materials and Methods
This cross-sectional study was conducted on 87
monolingual Persian-speaking children (45 girls and
42 boys). They were divided into two groups; deaf and
normal hearing children. The deaf group included 39
children with and without CI (14 deaf children without
CI aged 12-24 months and 25 children with unilateral
CI after 12-24 months of CI use). The deaf children
were recruited from the Otorhinolaryngology Research
Center of AmirAlam Hospital and 8 Rehabilitation
Centers in Tehran. The normal group included 48 normally developed children ages 12-24 months. Their
scores on all developmental domains (communication,
fine motor, gross motor, personal, social and problem
solving skills) on the Age & Stage Questionnaire (ASQ)
[Vameghi et al., 2013) were within normal limits. The
children had no history of physical damage, seizures,
brain damage, or any other disorders. The typically
developed children were recruited from 22 kindergartens supervised by the Welfare Organization in Tehran.
The parents who signed the consent form filled out the
ASQ and the checklist. The verbal & non-verbal communication screening checklist for Persian-speaking
children aged 12-24 months, that is a valid and reliable
instrument to screen the communicative abilities in 12
to 18 month- old toddlers (Safariyan et al., 2017) were
used as well. The verbal & non-verbal communication
screening checklist was composed of two sections: the
first section was for 12 to 18 month- old children and
the second section was developed for children between
the ages of 18 to 24 months. Each section was divided
to two categories: verbal communication (expressive
language, receptive language and speech) and non-verbal communication. The questions required a yes/no
response from parent or caregiver. The examiner calculated the number of “yes” responses as the: total score,
and total scores of expressive language, receptive lanFUNCTION AND DISABILITY JOURNAL
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guage and non-verbal communication, separately.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the Iran University of Medical Sciences. The participants were allowed to withdraw from the study at any
stage.
Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS21. The
descriptive statistics and non-parametric testing (the
Mann-Whitney U) were conducted. Statistical significance level was set at P value<0.05.

Results
The participants in current study were divided into
two groups. Table 1 represents the descriptive statistics (mean and SD) of the children’s chronological age.
Table 2 shows the verbal and non-verbal communica-

tion scores in 5 subgroups: The deaf children without
CI aged 12-24 months, the children with unilateral CI
after 12-18 months of CI use, the children with unilateral CIs after 18-24 months of CI use, The normal
hearing children aged 12-18 months and children aged
18-24 months. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at P>0.05
was conducted, which indicated that the data were not
normally distributed; hence, a Mann-Whitney U test
was used to compare the mean scores.
The results showed significant difference between
the total scores achieved by deaf children without CI,
and children with CI and normal children (P<0.0001);
however, there was no difference between normal
group and children with CI (P=0.841, P=0.450).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of children’s chronological age in both control and case groups (n=87)

Chronological Age
Groups

Subgroups

Mean

SD

Aged 12- 18 months

15.81

1.28

Aged 18-24 months

20.56

1.5

With CI
12-18 months after CI use

42.46

11.78

53.75

15.59

17

4.31

Normal

Deaf

With CI
18-24 months after CI use
Without CI
Aged 12 – 24 months

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the total scores of verbal & non-verbal communication screening checklist (n=87)

Total scores
Groups

Subgroups

Mean

SD

Aged 12- 18 months

23.57

2.46

Aged 18-24 months

26.44

2.88

21.85

5.3

25.50

4.4

11.50

3.73

Normal

Deaf
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With CI
12-18 months after CI use
With CI
18-24 months after CI use
Without CI
Aged 12 – 24 months
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The mean scores of the verbal communication (expressive and receptive languages) and non-verbal
communication were calculated in each subgroup,
separately (Table 3). Based on the results, no significant difference was observed between normal
children and children with CI on mean scores of
expressive and receptive languages and non-verbal

communication. Moreover, normal children had significantly higher expressive and receptive language
scores than children without CI (Table 3). However,
this pattern was not observed in the non-verbal communication abilities. In other words, all four groups
exhibited statistically similar results in the non-verbal
communication subtest of the questionnaire (Table 3).

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the scores of verbal (receptive and expressive language) and non-verbal communication (n=87)
Verbal Communication
Expressive Language

Subgroups

Mean(SD)

Mean(SD)

Mean(SD)

Aged 12- 18 months

4.95(0.21)

9.95(1.24)

8.81(1.4)

Aged 18-24 months

7.37(0.68)

9.70(2.31)

9.44(2.31)

Children with CI
12-18 months after CI use

4.62(0.76)

8.31(3.32)

8.92(2.29)

Children with CI
18-24 months after CI use

7.17(1.03)

9.50(3.03)

8.83(1.26)

Without CI
Aged 12 – 24 months

2.07(1.43)

1.01(1.38)

7.36(3.69)

Groups

Normal

Deaf

Non-Verbal Communication

Receptive Language

Discussion
There is a sensitive period in the brain development
process that affects the brain. It includes language acquisition which is completed around puberty (Knudsen, 2004; Horford, 1991). Sharma et al. believed that
the sensitive period of the human central auditory system is about 3.5 years and in some children remains
until the age of 7 years (Sharma et al., 2002).
Recent studies have proved that early implantation
has more positive effects on the language outcomes
compared to the late implantation. Several factors
have been reported to be effective on the acquisition of oral language skills, among which age is the
most influential one (Peterson et al., 2010). Geers and
Nicholas recommended early implantation during 12
to 36 months (Geers and Nicholas, 2013), since children who got the implant under 24 months of age,
showed more improvements in spoken language abilities than those who got the implant later (Nicholas
and Geers, 2007; Niparko et al., 2010; Holt, 2004).
However, cochlear implant is also beneficial for older
children, but the degree of improvement decreases by
Vol.1 No.4 Autumn 2018

age of implantation. In other words, more spoken language achievement is observed in children receiving
CI at the age of 2-5 years comparing to those who
receive it after the age of 5 years (Fryauf-Bertschy
et al, 1997; Wang et al., 2007). Koşaner et al. concluded that children who got the implant between 24
to 60 months of age tend to develop language skills
similar to those who were implanted before the age 24
months (Koşaner et al., 2017).
In the current study, the mean age of deaf children
showed that they had no implant before 2 years old.
Do the language skills of children after 12-24 months
using CI get close to those skills of the children at the
age of 12–24 months? In order to find the answer, we
used the verbal & non-verbal communication screening checklist. Parents could describe and explain
about their child’s communication skills and provide
reliable information for the researchers. Therefore, investigators can explore different aspects of language
skills in children through the questionnaires.
The parents filled out the checklist about the verbal and non-verbal communicative abilities of their
FUNCTION AND DISABILITY JOURNAL
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children. The results showed that the verbal communication (expressive and receptive) abilities of deaf
children after 12-18 months of using CI were similar
to the normal children at the age of 12-18 months.
Similarly, the verbal communication abilities of deaf
children after 18-24 months of using CI, reached
to the skills of normal children at the age of 18-24
months (Appendix A). The deaf children without CI
did not have the verbal communication abilities like
the normal children at the age of 12-18 months. However, non-verbal communication was similar to their
peers. For instance, they could express their intention
by referring to it, they could shake and nod their head
for the yes/no response and they had normal pointing
gesture and joint attention.
Therefore, it can be concluded that spoken language
acquisition is the consequence of the CI. Even when
CI is conducted after the age of 2 years, it can significantly help to develop the verbal abilities in deaf
children.
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مقالۀ پژوهشی

مﻘایسﮥ ارتباط کالمی و ﻏیرکالمی کودکان ناشنوا بدون کاشت حلزون و کودکان ناشنوای
برخوردار از کاشت حلزون پﺲ از  12تا  24ماه
ناهید جلیله وند  ،1مونا ابراهیمیپور ،2مسعود متصدی زرندی ،3محمد کمالی ،4لیال فیاضی
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زمینه و هدف:تأثیر1کاشت1حلزون1بر1پیشرفت1ارتباط1کالمی1در1کودکان1ناشنوا1اثبات1شده1است1.هدف1از1
مطالعۀ1حاضر1مقایسۀ1توانایی1های1غیرکالمی1و1کالمی1در1دو1گروه1از1کودکان1ناشنوا1است؛1یک1گروه1کودکان1
ناشنوا1بدون1کاشت1حلزون1و1یک1گروه1کودکانی1که112-1241ماه1از1کاشت1حلزون1آنها1می1گذرد1.در1نهایت1نتایج1
به1دست1آمده1با1وضعیت1گروه1کودکان1طبیعی1مقایسه1شده1است1.
روش کار1871:کودک1در1این1مطالعۀ1مقطعی1،توصیفی1و1تحلیلی1ـ1مقایسه1ای1شرکت1داشتند114(1کودک1
ناشنوا1بدون1کاشت1حلزون1251،کودک1برخوردار1از1کاشت1حلزون1که1121تا1241ماه1از1زمان1کاشت1آنها1گذشته1بود1
و1481کودک1طبیعی1در1سن1121تا1241ماهگی)1.در1این1مطالعه1از1چک1لیست1معتبر1کالمی1ـ1غیرکالمی1استفاده1
شد1که1والدین1آن1را1تکمیل1می1کردند1.در1نهایت1داده1ها1با1روش1آماری1غیرپارامتری1تجزیه1وتحلیل1شد.
یافتهها :یافتهها نشان داد مهارتهای غیرکالمی در همة گروهها اختالف معنیداری نداشتند ()P<0/05؛
اما تواناییهای کالمی در کودکان ناشنوا بدون کاشت ،در مقایسه با کودکان طبیعی و کودکان برخوردار از کاشت
حلزون تفاوت معنیدار داشت ( .)P<0/05عالوه بر این ،هیچ اختالف معنیداری در توانایی ارتباط کالمی بین
کودکان ناشنوای برخوردار از کاشت با کودکان طبیعی وجود نداشت (.)P<0/05
نتیجهگیری :می1توان1انتظار1داشت1که1کودکان1ناشنوا1،حداقل1121تا1241ماه1پس1از1کاشت1حلزون1،به1سطﺢ1
توانایی1های1کالمی1کودکان1طبیعی1121تا1241ماه1برسند.
واژههای کلیدی1:ارتباط1کالمی1و1غیرکالمی1،کودکان1ناشنوا1،کاشت1حلزون1،کودکان1طبیعی

